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Cousin Maggie, Art's daughter in Scotland is under some restraint, but I will 
say something about it. In the feud with the Scott Clan in the decade of the 
1560's a number of the Horseleyhill Ellot were killed off by the Scott Clan 
indicative of the date they died which would probably be of Feb 1563/1564. 
Sept (hept), Nov (non), Oct (oct), and Dec (dec); 7 (hept), 8 (oct), 9 (non), 
and 10 (dec). In 1563 Feb was the 12th month, but on today's calendar Feb is 
the 2nd month, that is why the double year 1563/1564 is used for Feb.

So Gavin of Horseleyhill the father died by 1564, sons; Robert executed 
1564, and Andrew Feb 1563/1564. A long with certainly others.

The descendents of Gavin of Horesleyhill were not going to allow the names 
of Gavin, Andrew, and Robert go in vain, though Andrew is used as a 
nickname/alias Dandie, and with Church of Ireland/England; 
Anglican/Episcopalian, it takes on a more saintly name of Daniel.

Today's American descendents commonly use Bob as a nickname for Robert. 
It should be noted that the House of Stobs had moved to Redheugh, though 
land in the Stobs region has been put up for sale. The family of Stobs does 
not seem to utilize the name Robert as the Americans do. 

It should be noted that the Robert of Redheugh family with understanding 
had not continuously produced male offspring so the Clan ship had not been 
past down the Redheugh line. The line which I am a part of is that of the 
William of Larriston, branch, which branched off the Redheugh line previous 
to the Gilbert of Stob, and Gavin the first Ellot laird of Stobs having only 
daughters, is the half brother to Andrew which died in the feud and left young 
sons Andrew (Martin's Dandie, Martin Ellot of Braidley (broad 
region)/Gorenberry, family moved onto Heughhouse (house on a 
slope)/Thorlishope (Thorsley's Valley) region), and Clementis Hob (Clement 
Crosar's Robert Ellot). Land of Stobs was purchase from the daughters (no 
sons) of Gavin of Stobs, by the stepson Gilbert son of  Robin (Robert XV of 
Redheugh).



There is another reason, why my branch the Larriston Branch had to 
leave the region and Maggie of Stobs got to stay;

The Larriston branch poison a Helen Kid, of Slaughtree near Thorlishope, and she left a 
curse on the ladies.  Helen Kid had a son lived to be a man a progenitor of the Elliots of 
Stobs, and since Maggie is of Stobs that is why she is protected from Helen Kid's curse.
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